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Mainly, we want to give you a heads-up about two new things going forward in Visual Studio. First, be aware that our next major release (Visual Studio 2019) will include a pop-up notification for extensions whose site needs manual update (our term for "update-website"). This is triggered by an automatic process or
you manually triggering the extension. If you're not comfortable with the process, you can change it with the Visual Studio Options extension. What it looks like depends on how you set up VS Code. If you look at the VS Code Online Gallery, you'll see a screenshot of GitHub . It will automatically update your site with all
the code needed to run the application as well as a link to a github repo with the app source code for you to download. Some other popular examples can be found on GitHub in ngrok-gallery for the Visual Studio extension, npm-extension-starter for the npm extension, and wave-extension-starter for the Visual Studio
extension. Visual Studio gives you a bunch of options for how to trigger update-website, including a UI prompt or an action on a VS Code tool window. If you're comfortable with a UI prompt, then it's great, but we want to make sure it works for the people who aren't familiar with Visual Studio. To check if Visual Studio

can perform any operations on the local hard drive, just start Visual Studio and then look at the options and settings. Here you will be asked for a location to save the project that is created. The local hard drive should be selected as the default location. You can use the visual tree (as in the type tree) instead of the
text view (as in the variable view) to explore names in Visual Studio. To do this, you should simply drag the names from the type tree into the variable view and see their results.
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In addition to showing the Windows SDK installs, the plugin can offer assistance if you are trying to install the Windows SDK. For example, the installer will show you any prerequsites you may be missing. In addition, the plugin may suggest that you install another SDK as part of the Windows SDK install if they are both
in the same version (for example, if the Windows SDK is v8.1 and you need the Windows SDK V8.0). If you simply select the Windows SDK, it will install the version of the Windows SDK on the same machine as Visual Studio, if available. The plugin will also show you the version of the Windows SDK you have installed
currently. The plugin gives you full access to the Couchbase Lite SDK if it is installed on your machine. It has a tab for the SDK which shows you all the SDK components installed. To get to the component tab, you'll need to highlight the SDK folder from the Recent Projects menu. It includes the C SDK code and.h files

with the project. Both the plugin and the code and.h files are checked into Github when you check the project in. This means if you tag all of the packages in that way, you can double-click the package to build it and to run it. Sometimes you can find a link within the C SDK to the definition of a type, which you can copy
and paste into your code. This is helpful if you are not familiar with the SDK and see what parameters you need to pass into Couchbase Lite. namespace Portal.Modules.Twilio { public class PortalsTwilioSettings: TwilioSettings { public bool DebugMode = false; public bool UsePGOnMainThread = true; public string

Username = null; public string Password = null; } } You can also hook this up to your Visual Studio Test Explorer instance. 5ec8ef588b
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